**Anthrax scare nears White House**

By David Epps

WASHINGTON — The nation’s anthrax scare hit the White House on Thursday with the discovery of a small amount of off-site mail-processing center. "We’re checking everything here at White House. We’re going to do something," President Bush said in his television address.

President Bush said he would order a complete sweep of the White House and its grounds on Thursday after "a small amount of biological material" was found off-site.

Bush said he was also going to ask the government to review its mail-processing facilities at the White House and national security agencies.

"This is a difficult time for all of us," the President said. "We’re going to do everything we can to keep America safe." **Public-health labs seek more funds**

By Tony Robinson

The director of the U.S. headquarters at the Northern Command in Washington, D.C., said the lab is "never going to operate at full capacity."

The lab is now operating at about 10% capacity, with only a few staff members on hand.

"We’re working hard at finding out who’s working here," said the lab’s director. "We’re doing everything we can to keep the lab operating at full capacity." **Taliban holds despite strikes**

By Steven Collin

Associated Press

BAGRAM, Afghanistan — U.S. jets struck Taliban flying fields in eastern Afghanistan north of Kabul on Tuesday, according to the American military.
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"The city is still under our control," said a twenty-seventh Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a twenty-eighth Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a twenty-ninth Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a thirtieth Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a thirty-first Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a thirty-second Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a thirty-third Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a thirty-fourth Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a thirty-fifth Taliban official.
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"The city is still under our control," said a thirty-eighth Taliban official.
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"The city is still under our control," said a ninety-second Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a ninety-third Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a ninety-fourth Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a ninety-fifth Taliban official.
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"The city is still under our control," said a ninety-seventh Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a ninety-eighth Taliban official.
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"The city is still under our control," said a hundred-first Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a hundred-second Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a hundred-third Taliban official.
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"The city is still under our control," said a hundred-fifth Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a hundred-sixth Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a hundred-seventh Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a hundred-eighth Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a hundred-ninth Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a hundred-tenth Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a hundred-eleventh Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a hundred-twelfth Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a hundred-thirteenth Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a hundred-fourteenth Taliban official.

"The city is still under our control," said a hundred-fifteenth Taliban official.
School additions could save district money, officials say

B. John Nielsen
The Daily Iowan

Adding to current school facility plans, the Iowa City School District up to $80 million, a school official said Tuesday.

Superintendent Lane Plugge presented improvements to the Iowa City School Board with a second option to address overcrowding and increased class sizes and projected overcrowding in the city. The board had considered building a new stadium at Northwest Junior High, the City School District's largest building. Plugge's new proposal would add approximately 12 classrooms to the Northwest Junior High, the city's largest building, and "major" additions to Pella Elementary School in North Liberty and a new building to the Hill Elementary School.

The plan's estimated cost is $25.1 million to $31 million.

In addition to adding to Pleasant Elementary School, the plan would change in neighborhoods currently served by Wickham Elementary School, moving them into Pella's boundaries. The plan is an alternative to spending $25 million to build a new elementary school in North Liberty. Moving a portion of the southern Iowa City neighborhood into Pella's boundaries would result in fewer students from the over capacity, he said.

Plugge said the project would then enroll all students from Pella Elementary School, instead of Northwest Junior High.

The state cost of expanding current buildings include existing, additional and additional utility costs, said board president Dan Jackson.

Board members said they were pleased to have an alternative to spending the $25 million to build a new elementary school in North Liberty. Moving a portion of the southern Iowa City neighborhood into Pella's boundaries would result in fewer students from the over capacity, he said.

The plan also includes temporary classroom facilities because the additions would not be completed in time to cope with the projected overcrowding.

Iowa City and the University of Iowa are working to make sure there are enough people to staff the new buildings. Construction workers will start rebuilding a bridge to accommodate the new buildings.

The University of Iowa encourages all people to attend University sponsored events.

The city official who writes for the Web site.

City officials said the Iowa Interstate Railroad to the Iowa City on March 2, 1879.

The court advocate's office has covered travel expenses since it began.
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Iowa reps concerned by racist letters

By Emily Gerenser
Associated Press

DES MOINES — Iowa Republican leaders have a lot to lose if racist letter-writers start sending anti-Arab hate mail — right before Republicans are set to win the state's governor's race.

The Iowa Democratic Party filed a complaint Thursday with the Federal Bureau of Investigation about racist anonymous letters that have been sent to Republican candidates.

"We are concerned about the letters," said Dana Reidel, the party's executive director. "They're part of a growing trend that is sending anti-Arab hate mail to Republican candidates in the state of Iowa.

"We've received several complaints about this type of letter, and we're taking action to stop this behavior," Reidel said.

The Iowa Democratic Party also sent a letter to the Federal Bureau of Investigation requesting an investigation into the letters.

The letters contain racist and offensive language, and they appear to be targeted at Republican candidates in the state of Iowa.

"These letters are a clear violation of state law," Reidel said. "We're taking the necessary steps to address this issue, and we're urging the Federal Bureau of Investigation to investigate these letters."
**NATION**

**Critics blast CDC for anthrax response**

By Erica McClain

Associated Press

ATLANTA — The nation's public-health agency faced intense criticism on Thursday from lawmakers who said it had failed to prepare for a possible national anthrax attack.

"It's like an epidemic that's broken out, and we've been sitting still," said Sen. Richard Bryan, D-Nev., during a hearing before the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee. "We've got to do something to prevent this from happening again."

Bryan was among several lawmakers who criticized the agency for its response to the recent anthrax attacks. The Senate panel has been investigating the government's preparedness for potential bioterrorism threats.

"We must take action now to ensure that we are prepared for the next attack," said Rep. James Sensenbrenner, R-Wis., chairman of the House Committee on Government Reform. "We cannot afford to wait for another outbreak to occur before we take the necessary steps to protect our citizens."

The Senate panel's investigation has focused on the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the government agency responsible for public health and disease prevention.

**HOPE HOUSE**

Continued from Page 13

John Connell, the executive director of Hope House, a community-based treatment facility in Baltimore, said he had been monitoring the situation. "We're on high alert," he said.

**Afghanistan**

Continued from Page 13

President Karzai said he was committed to improving the country's infrastructure and education. "We must work together to ensure that Afghanistan is a better place for our children," he said.

**Support**

Continued from Page 13

The support group for parents of autistic children, the Autism Society, said it was crucial to provide resources and support to families affected by the disorder.

"We must ensure that all children with autism have access to the care they need," said Mary Johnson, the organization's national director. "We cannot afford to ignore the needs of this population."

The organization has been working to increase awareness of autism and improve services for affected children.

---
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In 1609, the space agency, which hoped to realize its dream of reaching Mars, pulled the plug on its ambitious mission. The spacecraft, named Odyssey, was supposed to be the first in a series of missions that would eventually lead to a manned mission. However, the project was abandoned due to a lack of funding and technical problems.

"We are health experts and we are concerned about the CDC's response to the anthrax attacks," said Dr. Andrew Wakefield, a leading researcher on the issue. "We need to focus on the root cause of this crisis and not just the symptoms."
Hope House faces a shaky future

HOPE HOUSE Continued from Page 1A

Iowa City, Iowa

Hope House will get a new lease on life, and the residents will get a break from the constant fighting that has plagued them for years. The house is set to be purchased and renovated by a local developer, who plans to turn it into a community center for recovering addicts. The new owner has pledged to provide support services and counseling to residents, and to work with the local government to address the underlying issues that led to the violent behavior. The residents will have a chance to start fresh and build a better future for themselves.
Letters to the Editor
City Council endorsements
Lash Cohet has my vote when the City Council elections roll around this fall. She has been the champion of the Iowa City community for many years; she is a devoted parent and loyal citizen of this city. Lash has contributed to the Iowa City school activities. We have worked or met many of the City Center as volunteers. If all of these facts are true, I would have to say to people and do her the service and community. I have a lot of respect for her. I wish her the best in return.

Ernie Lehman is the mayor of Iowa City. He is a great position because of the wonderful job he has done for our city. Thanks to his efforts, we have maintained a good budget, and he is known by everyone. I have been his supporter since he first ran for office, and I will continue to support him in the future.

The freedom Hawkeye football fans demand
Cohet, Lehman, and the City Council should continue to make decisions that benefit the community and the city without compromising their ideals. They should not be afraid to stand up for what they believe in, even if it means making tough choices. The City Council has a tough job, and they should be commended for their efforts. Thank you for listening to my comments. I would like to see you all work together to keep Iowa City a great city.

Maximizing your potential with maxims and playtime
The Daily Iowan
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By Robert Barr

LONDON — The Irish Republican Army put an end to a carefully observed 10-day truce and exploded “beyond use” Sunday in an unexplained attack on British troops in Northern Ireland’s main city of Londonderry, a police official said.

The incident, the first since the IRA declared a cease-fire in February, led to a hope-filling settlement.

An international disarmament conference confirmed that it had witnessed the IRA’s continued adherence to the agreement of 1998. This is the day we were told we would never happen. This is the day we were told.

The word "peace" means one thing to one person and another thing to another. "Peace" for Catholics and Protestants.

This is the day we were told we would never happen.

By Kyhi Gussen

SANAMABAD, Pakistan — Muslim allies, whose support is essential to the U.S.-led anti-terrorism campaign, are demanding the arrest of the Taliban, under whose rule the killing of a Pakistani woman sparked an international outcry.

The Taliban, which rules a onethird of Afghanistan, has been accused of human rights violations, including attacks on women.

American military leaders say the Taliban’s actions have driven millions of people from their homes.

The Taliban, which is known for its strict interpretation of Islam, has been accused of killing dozens of people, including women and children.

The Taliban’s leader, Mullah Omar, has repeatedly denied the reports.

"The Taliban’s actions have been ruthless and unforgivable," said a statement released by the Taliban.

There is no guarantee that the U.S.-led anti-terrorism campaign will be successful.

Former President George W. Bush said the Taliban was "a very significant threat to our national security," and that it would be "a real threat to America.

The Taliban’s long-postponed peace talks are aimed at ending the war in Afghanistan.

The Taliban have been accused of carrying out attacks on civilians and security forces.

An Afghan official said the Taliban had stepped-up their attacks on civilians and security forces.

The Taliban’s actions are aimed at ending the war in Afghanistan.
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The IRA's long-postponed peace talks have been going on for years, but the group has never publicly disclosed its terms.

The group is demanding a full withdrawal of U.S. troops from Afghanistan.

"The United States has been a major player in the conflict," said a statement released by the Taliban.

Former President Bush said the U.S. would not negotiate with the Taliban.

The Taliban have been accused of carrying out attacks on civilians and security forces.

A British official said the Taliban had stepped-up their attacks on civilians and security forces.

The Taliban’s actions are aimed at ending the war in Afghanistan.
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**Jude emerges as king of today Iowa City and beyond**

By Anne Wadsworth

Jude is an Iowa native, and his image has made him a pop star. His music is a mix of pop, rock, and country, and his live performances are well-known for their energy and enthusiasm. Jude has been playing music since he was a child, and his talent has been evident from an early age. He has released several albums, and his music has been well-received by audiences around the world. Jude's music is often described as a mix of pop, rock, and country, and his live performances are known for their energy and enthusiasm.

Jude's music has been successful both in the United States and internationally. He has toured extensively, and his concerts have been sold out. Jude has also performed on television shows and in movies, further expanding his reach. His music has been featured in various films and commercials, and he has collaborated with other artists.

Jude's success as a pop star is due in part to his talent and dedication, but also to the support of his fans. His fans are loyal and dedicated, and they have helped him achieve his success. Jude is known for his friendly and approachable personality, and his fans feel a personal connection to him.

Jude is also known for his philanthropic work. He has been involved in various charitable organizations, and he has used his fame to raise awareness for important causes. His music often carries messages of hope and resilience, and he has been part of many charity events and fundraisers.

Jude's rise to fame has been a source of inspiration for many aspiring artists. His success is a testament to the power of hard work, dedication, and talent. Jude's music and message continue to resonate with fans around the world, and his impact is felt in the music industry and beyond.
Iowa looks to recapture magical moment of 1985

The Daily Iowan

WOMEN'S ROWING

By All ﬂatter

The Hawkeyes can only see the shutout from the almost-30-year-old score. Christine Houghtlin of the Blewett family is carefully weighed beneath the crowded front row of the boat, which threatens to topple over at the slightest disturbance of the boat. She should command a respect similar to that of a McDonald's drive-through employee. She can see her• teammates through small mirrors that reflect what is going on behind her. Although the role of a cox is not defined, coxswains still have an important part to play in the varsity team's 2000 campaign this season.

"Coxswains are like the quarterbacks of the rowing team," said the head coach. "Being vocal is an important part of being a coxswain because we are responsible for telling the rowers what to do to productively move the boat.

"Rowers have a chance to be two men on a crew at a time, moving from the breast to the stroke seat, but the coxswain is completely responsible for making sure the rowers move in unison."

"Being on the rowing team itself is a different experience than on the ultimate team sport," Platt said. "It has its own unique competitiveness and sport at the same time."

"This is an individual sport with a different focus and a different emphasis," the coxswain said. "It's more on a different perspective on the sport and more on making a comparison,"

The coxswain on a 4-foot box on her head from the bow during rowing media day on Tuesday.

The Hawkeyes will complete their fall season Oct. 23, when they host the Ohio State Buckeyes at Rolfs Aquatics Center. The Hawkeyes meet the Buckeyes just before the Big Ten field championship the following weekend.

Dr. Grant against the grain

Dr. Christine Grant has been a frequent presence in the arena of collegiate athletics. Her prominence is now especially marked in the NCAA as the executive director for 17 years. Grant's administrative success is measured in numbers. Grant serves on the NCAA's Board of Governors and is a member of the NCAAs Division I Women's Academic Committee. Her achievements are marked.

As Michigan traditionally goes to win, they gave up a lot more yardage. Iowa is going to have to give up some guys step by step and make plays. That's an important part of any coach's offensive production.

abispey, the people Ferentz is talking about is quarter- back Kyle McCann and the receiving corps. Michigan has the nation's third-best rushing defense. They have some kids, but they have no capabilities, they have no limitations.
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Field hockey collides with N'Western

By Roosevelt Smith
The Daily Iowan

When Lauren Silver joined the Iowa field hockey team, she didn’t expect to be a starter her freshman year. She didn’t expect to be the last line of the Hawkeyes’ defense as a sophomore.

But over the course of this season, Silver has found herself going to a freshmen lineup for three straight games with seniors all out and starting three defensive stops this year.

"I have been thinking about this all year," Silver said. "I didn’t expect to be a defensive player this year. It was something I didn’t think about."

But Silver has taken on a defensive role this season and has helped the Hawkeyes win five straight games with an average score of 2-1. She said she has been successful because she has been able to block shots and score goals.

Silver said she has been successful because she has been able to block shots and score goals.

"I want to see the ball go in the net," Silver said. "I love scoring goals."

Silver’s position on the team has been a mixed blessing. She said she has enjoyed the opportunity to be a starter, but she has also missed out on playing time with the seniors.
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Still further to go on Title XI

Pagal praised on special teams

Ferentz continues support of McCann

MICHIGAN

Continued from page 1B

Defense, as the going figures to tough for running back Ryan Williams.

Ferentz is projecting a strong defensive season for his team, who proved he stays within himself.

"I think we'll see the best on the field," he said. "You can't let the ball go out of bounds on fake punts. Ferentz said if the punt do not appear as if Lights will make it look back to the Michigan game.

Another similar story, under the title of "the art of the decade," is making progress with owners and people who can afford to win.

"It's just not the way you play the game. But when you win, you can tell. We tell the young people who may not be able to win, and that's what the most important thing in the world."

Ferentz continues support of McCann

Head coach Kirk Ferentz has spoken in favor of his former quarterback, Andrew McCann, who has been out with broken ribs and bruises as well as ankle sprain.

Chief among his concerns is the health of his quarterback, who has battled a serious knee injury.

"I'm afraid to talk about (McCann)," Ferentz said. "It's starting to look like maybe he's coming around."
SPORTS
Norwegian IOC member raises doubts over Salt Lake Games

By Stephen Wilson
Associated Press

LONDON — For the first time, an Olympic official questioned Monday whether the Winter Games should go on as scheduled in Salt Lake City, saying that "any War II" could lead to a possible change of sites.

Robert Heiberg, an IOC member from Norway, had been expected to suggest publicly that the games on the giant mountain of the Utah resort could not be safe. But the International Olympic Committee ruled that the games would go on as planned in Park City, saying that "any War II" could lead to a possible change of venue.

IOC President Jacques Rogge and Salt Lake organizing chief Mitt Romney have repeatedly said the games will go on despite what the committee described as "the presence of the terrorist threat."

"President Rogge has made it abundantly clear the games go on. To do otherwise would be a capitulation into terrorism," Romney said Tuesday in a statement. "The games are prepared now more than ever. The IOC executive board has made unanimously the decision. We have our marching orders from the IOC and are moving forward to stage great games in February."

Salt Lake Organizing Committee President Robert Gaff said games "could be one of the safest places on Earth" and that "we have the right to terminate if we feel it is appropriate," he said. "It would be our call. This is not in the situation that presently exists."

Rogge, accompanied by Cornard, talked Tuesday to the nation's military and said there was no different, as Salt Lake had the same "status as a military base."

"It's about terrorism, about being a threat that has been isolated and exist-tered," Heiberg was reported as saying. "I must add that it's an important issue, that any War II could be as big or even bigger."

Attempts to reach Heiberg were unsuccessful. Calls to his home, office, and mobile phone went unanswered.

IOC President Jacques Rogge and Salt Lake organizing chief Mitt Romney have repeatedly said the games will go on despite what the committee described as "the presence of the terrorist threat." Romney said Tuesday in a statement. "They have the right to terminate if we feel it is appropriate," he said. "It would be our call. This is not in the situation that presently exists.

"But the International Olympic Committee felt that going ahead with the games "could be one of the safest places on earth," and that "we have the right to terminate if we feel it is appropriate," he said. "It would be our call. This is not in the situation that presently exists.

The girls learned they can't shoot enough to hold off her hard-charging teammate and wins first place by one stroke. The Hawkeyes returned from Missouri with uncertain expectations.
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HELP WANTED

EXCELLENT Part-Time Position Available at Iowa State Bank

We are currently searching for a Service Associate for our retail branch office located at 319 South State Street in Coralville. This is a part-time position with flexible hours. We offer a competitive wage, paid vacations, and paid holidays. Please apply in person.

Contact: Iowa State Bank
319 South State Street
Coralville, IA 52241

Phone: 335-7874
Fax: 335-6297

HELP WANTED

TAN Extra Money

Look like a Banker in your community. We are currently looking for an individual to deliver Iowa State Bank products and services in the following communities:

- Grinnell
- West Liberty

Temporary Positions

We are currently interviewing for temporary positions. Positions may require travel. Some positions may be filled on a part-time or full-time basis.

Contact: Iowa State Bank
319 South State Street
Coralville, IA 52241

Phone: 335-7874
Fax: 335-6297

YOUTH PROGRAM LEADER

The Department of Recreation Services at the University of Iowa is currently hiring a Youth Program Leader. The position requires a minimum of one year of relevant work experience or a bachelor’s degree in a related field. This is a full-time, 40-hour-per-week position.

To apply, visit the University of Iowa’s Human Resources website and search for job posting #0000019.

Deadline: September 30, 2023

MEDICAL

RESEARCH ANALYST

The Department of Pediatrics at the University of Iowa College of Medicine is currently hiring a Research Analyst. The position requires a minimum of one year of relevant work experience or a bachelor’s degree in a related field. This is a full-time, 40-hour-per-week position.

To apply, visit the University of Iowa’s Human Resources website and search for job posting #0000019.

Deadline: September 30, 2023

THE DAILY IOWAN CLASSIFIED AD BLANK

Write ad using one word per blank. Minimum ad is 10 words.
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Phone: 335-7874 or 335-7858
Fax: 335-6297

Monday-Thursday 8-4
Friday 8-4

10% commission after first $50
15% commission on all placements

OWN YOUR WAY TO A SUCCESSFUL CAREER IN REAL ESTATE

The Daily Iowan Classified Dept.

319-335-5784 or 335-5785

The Daily Iowan

IOWA CITY’S MORNING NEWSPAPER

319-335-5784 or 335-5785
I'm wrong, but it just seems to me that something broke down in the response to anthrax in Washington, D.C.

Tom Harkin, Free Film Screening with Multiple Identities: 3:25 p.m. Walking Gus with Roberta Boswell; 1 p.m. Noon The Unity Center on Tape. The Glimpse, Iowa, Illinois Room, 704, IMU.

brought to you by... www.prairielights.com

In city council elections District 3 is big
By Laura Smith

The largely residential area of the north end of Cedar Rapids, southwest of downtown, has three candidates in the District 3 race, with a potential for a runoff election. The candidates are Siobhan Carty, Judy Johnson Kunkel and Kevin Schaefer.

Kunkel and Carty are vying for the position of the popular incumbent Kathy Smith, who is running for mayor.

No runoff election has been scheduled, but with no established political base in the area, the candidates are waiting for the outcome.

Owen mean...